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A fresh face in the world of feminism took center stage last Saturday, making 
the case for what we here at Jomunation believe to be the 21st century feminist.  

Emma Watson, UN Women Goodwill Ambassador, commanded the floor, giv-
ing a groundbreaking speech that mirrored her development as feminist. Wat-
son detailed instances of inequality that impact men and women alike. Her goal
--to promote her newest initiative: HeForShe.  

He for she humanizes feminism, calling on men to stand in solidarity with the 
feminist movement.   

Just as Watson implored the international community to rethink feminism, we 
believe that the same can be accomplished by equalizing gender gaps, creating 
conversations about 21st century feminism, and ultimately bringing out the in-
ner feminist in us all.   

The JOMUN community fosters progressive thinking and innovative problem 
solving, all traits that align themselves with a 21st century feminist. In theory, 
we all have a connection to that activist within us, but in practice, our precon-
ceived notions of feminism overshadow it. What Watson advocates for is defin-
ing feminism for yourself, whether it is by reconsidering you position as an ac-
tivist or by joining her HeForShe initiative.  

The 21st century feminist has no specified gender, no age limit, and no biases 
towards sexuality, religion, or status. The 21st century feminist in us all rede-
fines our perspective on the world and demands us to make a change. Most im-
portantly the 21st century feminist in us all is concerned with humanity. We 
must all have the decency to level a historically unequal playing field, making 
room for new conversations about and approaches towards 21st century chal-
lenges.  

In the words of Watson “Both men and women should feel free to be sensitive. 
Both men and women should feel free to be strong… It is time that we all per-
ceive gender on a spectrum not as a two opposing sets of ideals”  

BY: PAULA RUBIO AND ANJALI BENJAMIN-WEBB  
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BY: RAQUEL WILSON 

MINERAL RICH CONTINENT DESPAIR  
BY: ENYA CALIBUSO 

General Assembly 3 began their opening speeches by express-
ing their immense delight to be part of, JOMUN XII. This well
-known event is aimed at determining the best solutions to 
the given 21st century issues in Africa, and planning and im-
plementing them within the designated area. Over 30 coun-
tries presented their opening speeches to start off the confer-
ence on an intellectual and thoughtful note. These countries 
ranged from MEDC’s, NIC’s, and LEDC’s including: the Unit-
ed States of America, Denmark, Turkey, Singapore, and Rus-
sia, to name a few. These countries are cooperating and col-
laborating in unified order to come to an ultimate conclusion 
on the goals they stated. The majority of the countries agreed 
that issues concerning education, health care, and preserving 
traditional African languages and culture must be discussed 
for the African continent to continue to grow and prosper.  

First, the definition of necessity is essential to understanding 
the need to reduce these disparities in developing countries. 
Necessity is defined as something one must have in such a 
way that there is no option to not have it. Therefore, it can be 
seen how education, healthcare, access to clean water and 
sanitation are needed for the human population to survive 
and better themselves, their country, their continent, and ulti-
mately our world.  

Africa is a growing continent with promising aspirations in 
the modern world. Despite their current level of disparities, 
with the help of the UN and supporting countries, Africa can 
rise above this by first realizing the importance of resolving 
these issues and then developing strategies to implement im-
mediately.  

Education, something a citizen in the modern world takes 
for granted or considers too much work or a waste of time, 
can make or break an individual in the developing world. As 
it determines the jobs they can apply for; thus, giving them 
an unfair chance in society. Good education allows the per-
son to progress in their lives. Many countries want to focus 
on education, as it can be categorized as the one source that 
has the ability to reduce poverty worldwide. By providing a 
public K-12 educational system, it improves multiple coun-
tries literacy rates and boosts the country’s economy. In 
addition, multiple countries are offering their assistance for 
mobile schools, textbooks, and even supplies. Furthermore, 
traditional African languages and cultures cannot be lost 
but rather integrated into the modern techniques being in-
troduced into these developing countries in Africa.  

Next, statistics show how about 780 million people on 
Earth live without clean drinking water. This, in turn, in-
creases the world’s risk of communicable and non-
communicable diseases, which could have easily been pre-
vented with the proper access to water and sanitation. With 
cultures in Africa being highly population in a small density 
of area the problem of a disease spreading, such as the cur-
rent Ebola crisis, could lead to a critical situation. Thus, it is 
absolutely necessary that all member states work together 
to save lives. Also, adequate health care is a universal right 
that every human should have access to. Healthcare must 
be made affordable according to the standards of living for 
those in developing countries. Djibouti proposed building 
more latrines, wells, and health centers would provide the 
access for individual to obtain clean water and sanitation 
necessary to live.  

Lastly, it should be kept in mind that money and time are 
needed for any of these proposed resolutions to occur. 
Thus, realistic strategies to the problems at hand would be 
the most constructive to discuss in this debate to hopefully 
solve these issues permanently and better the African conti-
nent in the rapid globalization taking place. As the great 
Nelson Mandela once said, “It always seems impossible un-
til it’s done.” 
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 As the delegate of Germany said, the “key to unlocking the 
potential” is in creating better opportunities. However, lots of 
work needs to be done in order to reach that point, like reduc-
ing discrimination, promoting awareness of the issues and 
giving the issues the attention and recognition they deserve. 
All the delegates are looking forward to collaborating and con-
tributing, as there is potential for interesting points and differ-
ent perspectives on the issues. Everyone’s opinion is valuable. 
Like the delegate of Cuba states “although [his] delegation 
does not have a strong presence in the African continent, it is a 
fact that [Cuba’s] experiences can be helpful when attempting 
to get solutions for these issues”.  

Once all the speeches were over, the delegates than continued 
on to lobby, discussing the issues at hand. We hope that after a 
successful session of opening speeches and an interesting start 
to the conference, the Human Rights commission continues 
with the good work and provide fruitful debate and conversa-
tion throughout the rest of the conference.  

This year the discussion topics in the Human Rights Com-
mission revolve around achieving primary education, creat-
ing equal opportunities for women, and protecting the rights 
of both the prison population and the people with disabili-
ties in Africa.  

Although opening speeches have the tendency to be quite 
repetitive and boring, considering that all speeches have 
very similar structures, this year congratulations are in or-
der to all the delegates in the committee for being able to 
stay original and keeping their speeches interesting. Dele-
gates were able to use the short time they were allocated, 
which President Ichar Nicole Heffeman had to constantly 
warn delegates of, to explain what their country’s views on 
the issues were as well as to express how eager they each 
were to reach effective resolutions.  

Of course there was the occasional stutter or mumble here 
and there, as well as the ever present slip of personal pro-
nouns, but overall the delegates were very eloquent and in-
sightful. Pressing matters such as equal opportunity for 
women, which the delegate of the UAE says remains to be 
“discovered what still needs to be done to achieve true gen-
der equality”. Some delegates, such as the delegate from Ar-
gentina, stressed how important working together is, as 
“issues are solved much faster and easier, when the whole 
world is attempting on acting on them together”. The educa-
tion for every citizen was also a point discussed, along with 
how such progress can and should be achieved with sustain-
able solutions.  

BY: MARCELLA PALMEIRO 

STRIVING FOR  

EQUALITY 
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BY: ENYA  CALIBUSO 

If you manage to pull yourself away from the heated debating 
occurring in JOMUN, and get the opportunity to go around 
Johannesburg, here’s what we recommend: 

Gold Reef City  

A historical amusement park, designed for the thrill seekers, 
adrenaline junkies, and the still young at heart. There is an 
abundance of different activities you can indulge in; rides, 
theatre plays, restaurants, cafes, and an interactive gold-
mine that was once fully-functioning. You can even spot the 
occasional traditional African dancing to the beat of the 
drums while roaming through the park. 

Bush Babies Monkey Sanctuaries  

Nestled among the gorges of the Magliasberg mountain 
range, lies a sanctuary dedicated to providing abused and 
orphaned monkeys the freedom of a natural environment. A 
guided walking tour through the indigenous forest and 
wooden walkways can be booked, to view the various monkey 
and birds inhabiting the place. Don’t forget to stop by the 
curio shop, as all funds go to supporting the sanctuary.   

The Lion Park 

The Lion Park is currently Gauteng’s number 1 tourist desti-
nation, and whether you choose a self-driving tour or a guid-
ed tour, close up views of the African wildlife is always guar-
anteed. To add to your experience, you can walk with a real 
live cheetah and an experienced trainer, as well as book an 
exclusive tour with the world renowned animal behaviourist, 
Alex Larenty. Just don’t forget your camera! 

Lesedi Cultural Village 

A traditional African cultural show, of dancing and singing, 
provides the ultimate experience while visiting the Ndebele 
Village. Tourists will be guided through five types of tradi-
tional South African tribal houses, which you can visit, learn 
about and even experience. During a stay at the village, at-
tractions such as abseiling, game drives, river rafting, hot air 
ballooning, and horse back riding are offered.  

Nelson Mandela Square 

Nelson Mandela Square is located just outside Sandton City 
Mall. The square is alive with a vibrant atmosphere, with 
multiple dining options ranging from Italian to Thai. It’s a 
great place to meet up with friends and family to enjoy good 
conversation and decent food. And of course, remember to 
take a group picture with the famous 6-meter statue of Nel-
son Mandela.  

Aerial Cableway Harbeespoort 

The cableway is known for its scenic views of both the Har-
beespoort Dam, as well as the Johannesburg cityscape. An 
educational stroll along the 1km Dassie Loop provides a 
small background of Johannesburg’s beginning. You can en-
joy restful picnics on the mountain, breathing in the clear air, 
a nice getaway from the hustle and bustle of everyday life. 
The Little Shop at the Top is an ideal place to purchase gifts 
and souvenirs.  

The African Craft Market of Rosebank 

This shopping destination contains exotic African artefacts 
from all around the African continent including: South Afri-
ca, Cameroon, Zimbabwe, Congo, the Ivory Coast, and many 
more. It offers an eclectic blend of fabric, clothing, jewellery, 
carvings, beadworks, ceramics, and almost anything else you 
could think of! While you’re there, get a taste of some true 
African cuisine, from one of the multitude of vendors and 
stalls. This is a must-see while visiting South Africa.  
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BY: RAQUEL WILSON 

“Honorable Chairs, Esteemed Delegates, Respected Direc-
tors, and Distinguished Guests” – for many of you, this state-
ment signifies the beginning of a new JOMUN conference. 
The beginning of a conference that not only highlights the 
capable delegates and chairs of the conference but the rele-
vant issues Africa faces today.  

With this being said, to the old and the new, welcome to the 
12th annual Johannesburg Model United Nations. As tradi-
tion follows the conference commenced during the Open 
Ceremony in which Aidan Omdahl, President of General As-
sembly and master of ceremonies introduced the first speak-
er of the ceremony, Dr. Andy Paige -Smith. Dr. Paige – Smith 
gave thanks to all contributors of the conference and ex-
pressed his pride in the delegation’s ability to establish 
JOMUN so far. Afterwards, Secretary General, Olivia Spivey 
highlighted current events such as child trafficking that still 
plagues Africa and established the importance of the 
JOMUN delegation’s voices and opinions. This idea was giv-
en was especially given significance when she stated that 
“how we confront the issues of our generation will determine 
the quality of our lives and the type of world that we will live 
in.” All in all, Ms. Spivey’s speech gave delegates the valida-
tion that their ideas are truly relevant and in fact are the ide-
as that could possibly help eradicate the modern day issues 
of Africa.  

Keynote speaker, Esther Benjamin, CEO for Africa Opera-
tions with Laureate Education give insight into the benefits 
of cross sector collaboration from private sectors, govern-
mental sectors, academia and NGO’s. With experience in 
each field mentioned above, Ms. Benjamin was able to share 
her personal experiences in each and highlight how they 
uniquely help eradicate world issues.  

With bated breath the delegation watched as Aidan revealed 
the letter that determined what countries will begin their 
opening speeches first. It was determined that countries 
beginning with the letter “S” were to proceed with opening 
speeches first.   

And finally, the official ringing in of the JOMUN conference 
complete with a swift bang of the gavel by Secretary General 
Olivia Spivey, “It is my honor to announce that JOMUN has 
officially begun.” The ultimate moment in which delegates 
and chairs have worked towards in the past weeks finally 
officiated. Chairs, delegates, secretariat, JOMUN XII has 

THE OPENING CEREMONY: JOMUN BEGINS 
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JOMUN SURVIVAL GUIDE 
BY: MARCELLA PALMEIRO & PAULA RUBIO 

Keep Calm and Confident 

It is essential to all delegates that you do not panic. Panicking 

will increase your stress levels, and you won’t be able to enjoy 

JOMUN as much as you should. Remember that confidence 

is a key factor, so keep your head up and your back straight to 

make a good impression. Just don’t get too cocky. No one 

likes that person. 

 Listen 

Although I’m sure you love hearing the sound of your own 

voice, it is vital that you give it a rest and let others contrib-

ute. MUN is about collaboration and understanding, so make 

sure you listen to what others have to say. You never know, it 

might actually be something important.  

Research  

Do yourself a favour and pull your act together. Have your 

research in and be ready to support your arguments. I mean 

let’s be real, you wouldn’t get on a plane if you didn’t know 

where it was going. You gots to know what you gots to do. 

Plain and simple.  

Dress Professionally  

Unfortunately, this conference is mostly about how you look. 

The way you dress that little body of yours will impact your 

success during the conference. Make sure you dress confi-

dently. Shout out to the girls who keep it covered and to the 

guys who can tie ties and match socks. Congrats.  

Take Notes 
Stay attentive at all times, and try to take notes. They will be 
beneficial to you when you need a quick reminder or a good 
comeback to a snarky move.  

Communicate Clearly 

The rooms are spacious and the acoustics suck. That means 

you have to make a conscious effort to make your voice loud 

and clear, so the delegate all the way in Zimbabwe can hear 

what you worked so hard on.  

Take Initiative 

Don’t couch potato the conference. You will have to partici-

pate and it will be much easier if you do it willinglY.  

Don’t Fidget  

We don’t care how calming clicking your pen repeatedly may 

be, it will eventually interrupt someone else’s trail of thought 

and karma will come bite you in the butt.  

Don’t Fall Asleep 

For those of you who think you will be able to get away with a 

quick snooze, here goes the tip: don’t because you won’t. Not 

only will you miss important points and the hard work and 

effort other delegates put in the conference, but you will also 

completely embarrass yourself. Trust me, you do not want to 

be cleaning up your drool while a roomful of delegates stares 

you down.  

Don’t be Rude 
No one enjoys being called an idiot or silly or dumb, especial-
ly not publically. So don’t accuse other delegates and be 
courteous. 
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FACEBOOK  TWITTER 
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GAMES PAGE 


